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AgTech with system

Technology for efficient turf cultivation
We offer you products for various lawn and turf care. Our machines
are appropriate for the following sectors:
• Turf production
• Parklands maintenance
• Maintenance of green airfields
With our RM series we offer you powerful rotary mowers in the
working width of 5,2 m or 8,6 m.
Our turf brush is your opportunity to make the vacuum sweeper
more efficient.

RM 5200
RM 8600

The mowers RM 5200 and RM 8600
It’s your choice! You can decide between the compact and handy
RM 5200 with 5,2 m working width or the powerful RM 8600 with
8,6 m working width. Both machines convince with excellent
cutting quality.

Benefits and advantages of the mower

Low weight

Efficient drive

Perfect cut

With an ingenious machine frame
concept the mowers is very strong and on
the other hand very light in weight with
only 2.400 kg for 8,6 m working width.
Hence, you avoid trams in your fields and
the mower is easily moveable with quite
small tractors.

The direct power unit with the tractor PTO
leads to a very high efficiency so that the
mowing is very fuel saving and cost-effective. There is no complex energy transformation need such as a generator and
various electric motors. That saves you
investment and weight for the mower.

Each mowing deck is equipped with 5
small blades, each with a diameter of only
38 cm. However, the high speed of 3,600
rpm achieves a clean cut with low power
requirements and noise generation. In
addition, the mower can adapt well to the
ground and, due to the short blades, a
very even cut is achieved.

The standard speed is 540 rpm. Thus,
most tractors can work with the eco PTO
540E or even with the PTO 1000 with very
reduced engine speed. This leads to even
more fuel saving and increases the drivers
comfort.

Technical data RM

RM 5200
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RKB 6000

The innovative turf brush RKB
New designed and developed for professional turfgrass producers is the turf brush RKB. This machine doubles the power of your
existing vacuum sweeper.
The RKB is mounted in the tractor front and rakes the turf-clippings from 6m together to 1,2 m in the middle of the tractor. The
trailed vacuum sweeper can suck the windrow. With the RKB you double the working width of your vacuum sweeper so that you
reduce the working time on the field dramatically.
Furthermore the tractor does not run over the turf-clipping, so it is much easier for the vacuum sweeper and you can run even
faster with this combination.
In addition to the rake the turf brush has a harrow effect so the turf keeps stronger and and more equal.

Technical data RKB

Clasen Mäher becomes KleuTec
The well-known Clasen mower
from cologne changes the name
to KleuTec. The high quality and
the technical system stays the
same. In the future the machines are painted in red and grey
instead of black and yellow. We
are happy to continue or start
the collaboration and we are a
young and motivated team at
your disposal.

AgTech with system

KleuTec – start up in the agricultural technology
KleuTec was founded in 2020 already with the focus on agricultural machines. Besides the turf technology we are working
in the manure business with a drag hose system for slurry application. Thereby KleuTec is a company focussed on special
machines in the agriculture sector. Together with our employees we develop, produce and sale the machines from norther
Germany to all over Europe.

Hubertus Kleuter - from practice
Hubertus Kleuter is the founder and owner of the company KleuTec.
“As a educated farmer I speak your language. I’m coming from a farm in Germany and studied Agriculture with the focus on technology. That helps me a lot to understand the farmers need and to develop
machines which meet these requirements.”

Hubertus Kleuter

Production in Fintel
In our modern production facilities we are
producing and mounting the turf equipment.
Due to the high production depth we are
able to guarantee highest quality standards.
Furthermore we can focus on individual customer requirements and offer you customized
products.
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